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The Town’s Most Important Tower

Originally the entrance to the old town was simply a gated 
opening in the curtain wall.  At the end of the 13th  
century or around the 1300s the gate was secured in front of 
the wall with a protruding D-shaped tower. Around  
1480 Hans Felder, the master builder of St. Oswald’s Church, 

extended the tower, making it the most prestigious in the town. 
A small centre tower and lateral battlements were added 
to the buttressed tower, as well as a pitch roof that sloped 
towards the town. In 1557 the clock tower acquired its 
present shape with the watch chamber, the tower-shaped oriels 
and the steep hip roof, and in 1574 the astronomical clock 
was added. The clock tower has repeatedly been restored and 
enhanced. After being struck by lightning in 1863 it was  
given a new pinnacle topped by a gilt ball. The last restoration 
work was carried out in 1952 on the occasion of the centenary 
celebrations of the founding of Zug.

Stonemason symbols



Its Many Functions

The clock tower has served the town in 
many ways for centuries. First and 
foremost it provided fortified access to 
the old town. Until the construction 
of the outer curtain wall at the end of the 
15th and beginning of the 16th centuries, 
the night watchman would lock the 
wooden gates at night, the notches for 
which can still be seen in the beams  
on the inside of the upper archway.

The clock tower displays not only the 
hours and minutes, but – on the astro-
nomical clock – the weekdays and months 
(see The Astronomical Clock). In the 
past the tower was used as a look-out 
post. Up in the storm-watch chamber 
a watchman would scan the horizon day 
and night looking out for fires, and 
then warn the townspeople immediately 
with his fire horn. 

Three prison cells, called Timpis, made 
the tower an uninviting abode. Those  
who did not abide by the strict regulations 
had to sit out their punishment here, 
while real criminals were thrown into the 
«Chaibenturm» (rogues’ tower) down  
by the lake.

And finally, the tower is the landmark 
of the town - and also a popular sou-
venir – with anything from chocolates to 
Kirsch bottles being available in the 
shape of the clock tower.

The Exterior and Interior

52 metres tall, the tower rises about  
all the others in the town. Up to the point 
of the pitch of the roof, the walls are  
solid except for crenels and small win- 
dows. The steep hip roof is now tiled 
in blue and white – Zug’s colours. A small 
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bell dated 1391 – one of the oldest in Switzerland – hangs in  
an open roof-turret and strikes the hours and half-hours.  
An octagonal, extended pyramid topped with the highest of  
the five weather-vanes completes the picture.

The floor area measures 5.8 by 6.3 metres. The passage-
way is defined by two lancet-shaped arches, the lower one  
of which, flanked by two buttresses, is dated 1480.

From the passage-way a steep, narrow staircase leads up 
to the interior of the tower. Climbing up past two of the 
originally three narrow prison cells made of thick wooden 
beams, we reach the storm-watch chamber, from where 
we have a wonderful panoramic view of the whole region.

Ornamental Detail

The tower has acquired various small gems over the years. 
The astronomical clock is located below the time-clock  
which faces Kolin Square. On the lower archway, in a barred 
recess, we see two reliefs in painted stone: a pieta dating 
from the 16th century and a crucifixion from around 1700.



Above the same archway there is a late Gothic heraldic 
shield in relief, which was taken from St. Oswald’s Church in 
around 1865. The half-figure of a wavy-haired angel leans 
forward out of the rectangular frame, and with outstretched 
arms in a wide, heavily-pleated robe, holds two shields 
depicting the Zug coat-of-arms. The date 1480 is carved in the 
keystone of the archway just below the relief.

Also on the lower archway various stonemasons’ symbols – 
that can be seen on other buildings in the town – remind us  
of the craftsmen of that time.

Above the outer archway there is a relief dated 1519, which 
adorned the Oberwil Gate until the latter was demolished  
in 1840. Two gilded lions hold two shields with the town’s 
coat-of-arms over which stands a crowned imperial shield. 
Both reliefs were restored in 1996. 

Only a few of the many paintings which once adorned  
the side of the tower facing Kolin Square are still intact 
today. They are the coats-of-arms of the eight old Cantons, 
the legendary rat on the right above the upper ledge, and  
the two figures puffing air from their lips, which can be seen 
under the windows of the watch chamber.



The Rat at the Clock Tower

On stormy nights, when fierce winds 
swept over the lake, faithful watchmen 
sat in the upper look-out chamber 
peering into the darkness outside. Their 
horn was always ready-to-hand for 
them to wake up and rally the towns-
people at the first sign of fire. But  
the watchmen’s existence was plagued by 
horrible fat, long-tailed rats scurrying 
about everywhere and even nibbling the 
men’s provisions. No way was found 
to drive out these most unwelcome 
guests, until one day a foreign scholar 
passed through Zug on his way to 
the High School in Salerno. While he was 
having supper at the guild hostel, 
he heard a watchman complaining about 
the intruders so he advised him to  
paint a large fat rat on the wall of the 
tower at the point where the rats 
climbed in. No sooner said than done: 
the next morning the watchman  
went with a companion and painted a 
large black rat over the stone ledge that 
went round the tower. As the irksome 
rats appeared, they saw their black 
counterpart, sniffed around it and quickly 
fled. The scholar’s advice was good,  
for never again have rats been seen in 
the tower, and ever since then a  
black rat has been painted next to the 
watch chamber.

(Taken from «Stories & 
Legends of Zug», 
collected and retold by 
Hans Koch. Abridged 
version)





The Astronomical Clock

When the tower was extended in 1480,
a simple clock was added. In 1574, W. 
Müller from Lucerne constructed a new 
one with the usual workings, a striking 
mechanism and an astronomical mecha-

nism of four hands showing the days of 
the week, the months, the moon phases 
and the leap years. Over the centuries the 
mechanism has been repeatedly adapted 
to incorporate the latest technology –  
the last overhaul being in 1955.

The four faces of the ordinary clock 
with the Roman numerals are between 
280 and 360 cms in diameter. The inner 
dial of the astronomical clock is divided 
into seven sections for the days of  
the week and the outer into twelve for the 
months of the year. Finally there is a 
narrow black and white ring around the 



outer circumference, on which the individual dates of each 
month are marked.

The four hands revolve at different speeds around 
a circular picture. The arrow-shaped week hand takes seven 
days to go round: the moon hand with a half-moon on 
the tip takes 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes and 2.8 seconds, 
while the longest hand with the flaming sun on the tip 
indicates the months and takes 365.24 days to complete one 
rotation. The smallest and slowest hand with a golden  
«S» on the tip indicates the leap years and completes one 
rotation every four years, beginning each new leap year 
with the hand pointing to the 6 o’clock position.

The days of the week are portrayed by gods and godd- 
esses, recognisable both by their attributes and by 
the astronomical signs. On Sunday, the hand of the clock 
travels over the image of the sun god, Sol, holding the 
disc of the sun in his outstretched hand. Monday is symbo-
lized by the goddess Luna, holding her bow. Mars, 
depicting Tuesday, stands in full armour. Mercury, the god 
of Wednesday, holds a staff and wears a winged hat. 
For Thursday, Jupiter stands with crown on head and  
sceptre in hand. An arrow of love and a ball of fire are  
Venus’s attributes, while Saturn completes the week with 
his scythe and the heavenly sphere. The months are 
depicted as the twelve signs of the Zodiac, each being 
given – not quite accurately – the value of one full  
month each. On the morning of a new year, the hand enters 
Capricorn at the 6 o’clock position and then moves  
up into Aquarius at the end of the month and then to Pisces, 
Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, 
reaching Sagittarius in December.

The lunar phases can be read in two places: firstly from 
the moon hand, which is at the 12 o’clock position for  
the new moon, at 3 o’clock for the first quarter, at 9 o’clock 
for the last quarter, with the full moon being shown by  
the 6 o’clock position. The other indicator is the half-golden, 
half-black ball located below the tower chamber. As  
the ball rotates, it displays the current phase of the moon. 
At new moon one sees only the black half, and then a 
golden crescent appears, becoming progressively wider.  
At full moon the golden side of the ball shines, after  
which the crescent becomes narrower again, disappearing 
completely at new moon.
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